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Postage Meters & Mailing Systems
Pitney Bowes mailing systems rapidly seal, weigh and place postage on
outgoing mail in a wide variety of sizes, thicknesses and shapes.

Need help finding a mailing system?
High Volume

DM Infinity™ Series Digital Mailing System
The DM Infinity Series is the first USPS® approved
high-speed digital metering solution for the
production mail environment, metering mail up to
22,000 mp/hr. Process mixed weight mail on a
single meter utilizing Reset-on-the-Fly™ technology.

Envelope
Size

Envelope
Thickness

Height

Minimum: 3
5/8" x 6 1/2"
Maximum:
10" x 13"

Minimum:
.007"

Maximum:
5/8"

21.1"

DM1100™ Digital Mailing System
• Discover a new level of productivity and efficiency
with the industry leading DM1100™.Process a wide
variety of mail pieces at speeds up to 295 letters per
minute.

Speed

Weigh-
on-the-Way
Technology
™ (WOW

™)

Media
Thickness

Non-WOW
mode: up to
295 letters
per minute

WOW
mode: up to
145 letters
per minute

This option
maximizes

efficiency by
processing
mixed weight
and size mail
automatically.
Mail pieces
up to 16 oz.
and 12" x 15"

are
measured

automatically
and rated to
ensure the

proper
postage is
applied.

Min: .007"
Max: 3/4"

DM925™ Digital Mailing System
The DM925 meets the demands of high volume
mailers as it automatically feeds, seals, posts and
stacks up to 250 letters per minute.

Speed

Weigh-
on-the-Way
Technology
™ (WOW

™)

Media
Thickness

Non-WOW
mode: up to
250 letters
per minute

WOW
mode: up to
120 letters
per minute

This option
maximizes

efficiency by
processing
mixed weight
and size mail
automatically.
Mail pieces
up to 16 oz.
and 10" x 13"

are
measured

automatically

Min: .007"
Max: 3/4"
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Medium Volume

Speed

Weigh-
on-the-Way
Technology
™ (WOW

™ )

Media
Thickness

and rated to
ensure the

proper
postage is
applied.

DM875™ Digital Mailing System
The DM875™ processes mail at speeds of up to 230
letters per minute. With Weigh-on-the-Way™and
Shape Based Rating, this flexible system allows for
different configurations to provide optimal
functionality and speed.

Speed

Weigh-
on-the-Way
Technology
™ (WOW

™ )

Media
Thickness

Non-WOW
mode: up to
230 letters
per minute

- WOW
mode: up to
115 letters
per minute

This option
maximizes

efficiency by
processing

mixed weight
and size mail
automatically.
Mail pieces
up to 16 oz.

and 10" x 13"
are

measured
automatically
and rated to
ensure the

proper
postage is
applied.

Min: .007"
Max: 5/8"

DM825™ Digital Mailing System
The flexible DM825™ allows for different
configurations to provide optimal functionality and
processes mail at speeds of up to 200 letters per
minute. Bring the benefits of IntelliLink® technology
to your bottom line with value added features.

Speed

Weigh-
on-the-Way
Technology
™ (WOW

™ )

Media
Thickness

Non-WOW
mode: up to
200 letters
per minute

- WOW
mode: up to
100 letters
per minute

This option
maximizes

efficiency by
processing

mixed weight
and size mail
automatically.
Mail pieces
up to 16 oz.

and 10" x 13"
are

measured
automatically
and rated to
ensure the

proper
postage is
applied.

Min: .007"
Max: 5/8"

DM575™ Digital Mailing System
It automatically feeds, seals, posts and stacks
similar size mail pieces at speeds up to 175
letters/min and is available with advanced features
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such as Weigh-on-the-Way™ with Shape Based
Rating.

Speed

Weigh-
on-the-Way
Technology
™ (WOW

™ )

Media
Thickness

Non-WOW
Mode: up to
175 letters
per minute

WOW
Mode: up to

95 letters
per minute

This option
maximizes

efficiency by
processing

mixed weight
and size mail
automatically.
Mail pieces
up to 16 oz.

and 10" x 13"
are

measured
and rated to
ensure the

proper
postage is
applied.

Min: .007"
Max: 5/8"

DM525™ Digital Mailing System
Automatically feed, seal, post and stack your mail at
speeds up to 150 letters per minute. The DM525™
is available with Weigh-on-the-Way™ and Shape
Based Rating to let you quickly feed material of
varying sizes and weights.

Speed

Weigh-
on-the-Way
Technology
™ (WOW

™ )

Media
Thickness

Non-WOW
Mode: up to
150 letters
per minute

WOW
Mode: up to

65 letters
per minute

This option
maximizes

efficiency by
processing

mixed weight
and size mail
automatically.
Mail pieces
up to 16 oz.

and 10" x 13"
are

measured
automatically
and rated to
ensure the

proper
postage is
applied.

Min: .007”
Max: 5/8”

DM450™ Digital Mailing System
Processing mail at speeds of up to 120 pieces per
minute, the DM450™ provides large mailroom
capabilities in a compact, easy-to-use solution to get
your mail out fast.

Media Size
Envelope
Thickness

Flap Depth

Min: 3" x 4"
Max: 11" x

13"

Min: .007"
(postcard)
Max: 5/16"

Min: 1"
Max: 3"

DM400™ Digital Mailing System
Processing mail at speeds of up to 95 pieces per
minute, the DM400™ combines streamlined
performance, solid design and easy operation,
making it the perfect choice for multi-user
environments.

Media Size Media
Thickness

Flap Depth

Min: 3" x 4" Min: .007" Min: 1"
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Small Volume

http://www.pb.com/cgi-bin/pb.dll/jsp/ProductCategory.do?catOID=-16930〈=en&country=US

Media Size
Media

Thickness
Flap Depth

Max: 11" x
13"

(postcard)
Max: 5/16"

Max: 3"

DM300™ Digital Mailing System
The DM300™ is a compact, quietly efficient,
semi-automatic system that processes mail at
speeds of up to 65 pieces per minute. The system
comes with access to USPS Confirmation Services
through our exclusive IntelliLink® technology.

Media Size
Media

Thickness
Flap Depth

Min: 3.5" x
5"

Max: 13" x
15"

Min: .007"
(postcard)
Max: 3/8"

Min: 1"
Max: 3"

DM200™ Digital Mailing System
The DM200™ Mailing System provides
semi-automatic envelope feeding functionality to the
small office and very small mail rooms. This compact
system offers customers a range of exclusive mail

services and IntelliLink® technology at speeds of up
to 40 pieces per minute. Get dual functionality with
the Date and Time Stamp capability for incoming
mail.

Envelope
Size

Envelope
Thickness Flap Depth

Min: 5" x 3"
Max: 15" x

13"

Min: .007"
(postcard)
Max: 3/8"

Min: 1"
Max: 3"

DM100® Digital Desktop Mailing System
The DM100® Digital Mailing System is a compact,
whisper quiet, easy-to-use, semi-automatic system
that processes your mail at speeds of up to 30
pieces per minute, including flats, parcels, oversized
packages, Priority Mail™, even Express Mail.

mailstation 2™ Digital Mailing System
Geared exclusively for low volume mailers, small
businesses or home offices, the mailstation 2™ is
the easy, convenient way to make sure you never
overpay for postage again. You can refill postage,
online or through a phone line, calculate exact
postage amounts with the built-in scale and ship
packages easily with the integrated USPS Shipping
Assistant® software.

Personal Post™ Postage Meter
For low-volume mailers, the Personal Post™ Meter
and Scale weighs and meters mail at 8-10 letters per
minute. The Personal Post™ is a compact desktop
meter ideal for the small business and home office.

Length Width Height
11.25" 11.25" 6"

Shipstream™ Manager
Shipstream™ Manager is perfect for parcel
shippers. Now you can ship parcels and packages
right from your home or office avoiding
time-consuming trips to the Post Office. With the
Shipstream™ Manager solution you'll also get a 10lb
scale that helps you calculate shipping fees, and
free delivery confirmation with Priority Mail®. In
addition, you can purchase Fireman's Fund® parcel
insurance at special rates.
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